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Dear community, 

 

We are excited to share with you about our plans for the upcoming Holy Days. While other communities 

are celebrating all around the world, we will also be taking time to remember Heavenly Parent's Day, 

Foundation Day, and our Founders' Birthdays. We will be combining all of these celebrations into one on 

Sunday, February 10, after church. We will also be talking a bit about why we celebrate these days on that 

Sunday. 

 

Some of the things we have planned are an art show and contest, a few testimonies, a Korean game called 

yute, talent show, a Bible/Divine Principle Jeopardy game, and a Korean dinner to wrap it all up. We 

expect the festivities to last until 5:30 or so, and we hope that everyone of all ages can make the time to 

come participate and celebrate together. 

 

For the art contest, the theme will be on "FAMILY." You many enter any medium of art that correlates to 

the theme, and we will have 2 age categories: 12 and under, and 13 and up. We will put all of the art on 

display to be enjoyed by everyone, and at the end there will be a prize for the winner of each category. 

 

Testimonies and yute will happen simultaneously. (Especially children may be more inclined to 

participate in yute, but anyone is welcome to attend either.) If you feel you would like to share a 

testimony, please contact Pastor Mike or Adonia. We would like to hear how God has been working in 

your life! While we are happy to hear testimonies of joining the movement and experiences from many 

years ago, we would also like to hear from you if you have had a recent experience. Please share your 

blessings :) 

 

The talent show will be enjoyable for everyone! Please let us know if you would like to participate and 

share your talents. Whether you sing, dance, yo-yo, or do stand up comedy, we are ready to cheer for you! 

You may enter by yourself or as a group, and the top three performances will receive prizes. 

 

Lastly, the Bible and Divine Principle Jeopardy will be a fun activity where you can root for your favorite 

contestant. If you think you've got what it takes to win, we can add your name to the drawing for the 

contestants. 

 

Finally, we will wrap it all up with a nice Korean dinner. 

 

We will also be having a 7am Pledge Service with an offering table and breakfast for those who 

wish to attend. 

 

We look forward to celebrating together!  


